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Let us denote by r(x) the distance from the real number x to the

nearest integer so that 0^r(x) g§ and for any T, fj<+1r(x)dx = \. Let

0<y<l, 0<a<5. For n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ , define B(n) to be the number

of integers k^l for which r(2-*wy)>a. It is to be expected that, as

n—>°o,

B(n) ~ (1 - 2a) log »/log 2.

But in fact

Theorem. For any bE(0, 1), SiT-i bBM = + ».

The proof is based  upon  the properties of a random  Fourier-

Stieltjes transform. Let p be a fixed number in (0, 1) and Xx, X2,

• • • , XH, ■ • •   independent random variables with P{A„ = l} =p,

P{A„=oj =l-p, l^n<oo. Each vector X = (XX, ■ • ■ , Xn) deter-

mines a Fourier-Steltjes transform tp(u), — oo <m< oo , by the formula

00

tb(u) = II cos(2-"*7TMAm) =   JI  cos(2-m7r«).
m=X Xm=l

Here the transform ^ of a measure u is defined

Xoo
e-ia,u(dt).

Observe that if u is concentrated in [—iv, -k], then \p is, as defined, an

entire analytic function and |yK")| =||M||e,r|"'> uER2- With the defini-

tion of tp, we see that it is the transform of a measure in the set E(X)

of all sums

t(X, e) = (x/2)[e1A1 + • ■ • + 2-"+1emAm + • ■ • ]

where em=±l(l^m<x>). For the construction of this measure (the

A-measure of E(X)) cf. Kahane and Salem [l, Part I].

Lemma 1. For almost all X,

lira inf max   | sin(2^) |  = 0.
y_.      ,g£(X)

Proof. Let w,- = 2> (l^j<oo). Now if Am = 0 for j<m^j+l

(1>1), then
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— n,t) ^  Z 2*— = Z 2-"1 = 2-K
X / m>j+l m>l

Now A7, = 0 for j<m^j+l with probability (1— p)l>0, so that this

occurs infinitely often, for example, if j runs through the values 1 + 2,

2(Z+2), • • • , (Borel-Cantelli). Hence

lim inf max | sin(wyi) |  ^ 2_/7r.

Since I was arbitrary lim inf = 0, almost surely, as required.

Corollary, lim infj^.^ | <^>(2J+1) — 11 =0, almost surely.

Proof. d>i21+1) =Jecx) cosi2'+1t)pidt) for a probability p concen-

trated in EiX), and the identity cos(2'+17 = 1— 2 sin2(2>/) completes

the proof. In fact, n is just the Z-measure of EiX).

This is an adaptation of a method of R. Salem [l, p. 91 ].

Corollary, lim sup„-.oo|0(wy)| ^Ciy)>0, almost surely, for some

positive constant Ciy) independent of p.

Proof. According to a theorem of M. L. Cartwright, every entire

function F whose growth is regulated by the bound | Fiz)\ ^AeTl^

allows an estimate

Ciy)     sup      | Fix) |   g      sup      | Finy) \ .
— <o<x<oo — oo<„<oo

It is easy to replace "sup" by "lim sup" in the proof; see Pfltiger

[2, pp. 312-314]. The function d> clearly has the required growth.

We can now complete the proof. Since, by the Corollary above,

lim sup IJ | cosiirn2~myXm) |  2; Ciy) > 0   almost surely,
n->»      „,„i

lim inf Z P{Xm '■ rin2~my) > a} < D(y)      almost surely,
n—*oo

where D{y) depends on a and y but noton p. We may specify D(y) ^ 1.

Hence

DO

Z H Z {Xm : rin2"»y) > *} < Diy)} = «,.
n—1

Now ^2{Xm: rin2~my)>a} has the same distribution as Zm-i Xm.

Let Diy)B*in)^Bin)<Diy)(5*(«) +1) for integersB*(n), whence

P] Z X- < Diy)\ ^ D(y)P\ £ Xm = 0\ = D(y)(l - #*•(»>.
lm=l / V m=l /
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Setting 0<p = l-bD^<l, we find

co oo

£ bBM   =   ^ (1  - p)D(v)B*(n)   =   a, _

n=l n=l
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